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RESEARCH OUTPUT

Artist Emma Stibbon contributed to the major exhibition Ruskin, 
Turner and the Storm Cloud (2019) through drawing research 
that followed Ruskin’s route in the Alps. Her work highlighted 
the changes to the Alpine glaciers since his visit in 1854 and 
examined the twenty-first-century resonance with his depictions 
of the environment. 

Stibbon was commissioned by York Art Gallery and Lakeland Arts for 
the exhibition, held to mark the 200th Anniversary of Ruskin’s birth. She 
sought to develop a contemporary, researched response to his influence 
and undertook the first extensive examination of his observations of 
environmental change. 

‘Storm Cloud’ consisted of: three large-scale original drawings using ink 
with salt, carbon and ground oyster shell; five smaller cyanotypes 
on paper, using methods familiar to Ruskin and from the locations 
of his own early photography; and a work comprised of five digital 
prints on acrylic. 

Stibbon wrote a peer-reviewed essay for the exhibition publication, 
‘The Artist as Witness’ (Stibbon, 2018), gave public gallery talks and 
education workshops and participated in a symposium discussion 
with scientist Professor Jan Zalasiewicz (University of Leicester) and art 
historian Dr Richard Johns (University of York) titled ‘Ruskin and the Ruin 
of the Earth’.

Valley Cloud, Aiguilles
Indian ink on paper

153 x 222cm

(Overleaf)
Aiguilles des Drus

Indian ink and salt on paper 
224 x 145cm
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Storm Cloud
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Aiguilles 
 Indian ink and ground oyster shell on paper.

153 x 222 cm
 

Storm Cloud
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Dawn, Aiguilles Chamonix
Five digital prints on acrylic 

each 17 x 24 cm

Storm Cloud
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Mer de Glace (mist)
Emma Stibbon

Cyanotype
July 2018

[Two further cyanotypes 
included on pages 09 and 13]

Storm Cloud
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Stibbon’s primary investigation concerned the historic and 
ongoing relationship between artistic practice and the 
environment, specifically how a twenty-first century artist might 
respond to Ruskin’s close looking at Alpine glaciers.

1. How might we understand Ruskin’s observation and record of 
Alpine glaciers as a relationship between artistic and environmental 
concerns?

2. What are an artist’s challenges in representing the Alpine landscape 
and environment and how have these changed since Ruskin’s time?

3. Can artists help audiences connect with issues of environmental 
precarity through innovative methods that extend graphic portrayal 
of landscape? 

Ruskin, Turner and the 
Storm Cloud 

York Art Gallery
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

Stibbon’s research references Ruskin’s ‘Storm Cloud of the 
Nineteenth Century’ lecture (London Institution, 1884), at which 
he presented his observations of atmospheric pollution from 
industrial carbon emissions. 

She situates her practice-led research within the context of historic 
precedents of artistic representation of landscape, science and 
exploration. Her approach focuses on the lineage of glacial 
representation, in particular the glaciers around Chamonix depicted in 
Ruskin’s daguerreotypes and Alpine drawings (1854), and Turner’s St 
Gothard and Mont Blanc sketchbook (1802). 

For ‘Storm Cloud’, Stibbon considered in detail Ruskin’s close scrutiny 
of nature, his enquiry into the geomorphology of landscape and his 
interest in glacial flow research undertaken by glaciologists at the time. 
Retracing his steps in the Alps, Stibbon investigated what remains of 
Alpine glaciers today, comparing not simply the extent of retreat against 
Ruskin’s daguerreotypes and drawings but also the artistic judgement 
and interpretation that would seem to have informed production.

The commission was based on Stibbon’s internationally acknowledged 
work in artistic responses to harsh climates and environments in flux, 
[‘Uncertain Ground’ REF2021]. In response to evidence that scientists 
still struggle to get sufficient attention and response to the implications 
of the sophisticated data they gather, Stibbon’s wider research sets 
out to help audiences connect with issues of climate change through 
innovative methods of presenting contemporary art and science in the 
gallery space. ‘Storm Cloud’ frames this within the specific context of 
Ruskin’s own efforts to recognise and communicate climate problems, 
gaining fresh insight through the historic research. 

‘Storm Cloud’ brings together the vision and passion of Ruskin’s 
early witnessing and theorising of climate change with contemporary 
science’s advanced methods of capturing and measuring change. 
Stibbon supported her visual field observations by drawing upon 
contemporary scientific Alpine glacier measurements (Bolibar et al., 
2019) and new geomapping technologies such as Kieran Baxter’s digital 
modelling of the changing ice surface of the Mer de Glace (Baxter, 
2018). Her choices of scale and material, as well as the exhibition 
hanging, reference theories of the sublime put forward by Edmund 
Burke (1757) as well as the installation work of William Kentridge, and 
the large scale prints of Tacita Dean.

Ruskin, Turner and the 
Storm Cloud 

York Art Gallery
Entrance panel and portrait
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Glacier des Bossons 
John Ruskin (1849) 

Ink on paper
Ashmolean Gallery, Oxford

Glacier des Bossons 
Emma Stibbon (2018)

Cyanotype.
 

Storm Cloud

The Source of the Arveyron 
below the Glacier du Bois 

and Mer de Glace 
JMW Turner (1802)
Pencil, watercolour 
and white gouache

Tate Gallery, London
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RESEARCH PROCESS

Stibbon’s practice is underpinned by her fieldwork. She gives 
close attention to scientific understanding of geological factors, 
environmental change and the public perception of them 
through historic and contemporary portrayals. 

Her objective of making a ‘ground witness’ view of the glaciated 
landscape led her to revisit the route Ruskin had taken with Frederick 
Crawley on his Chamonix tour in June 1854. On 25 June 2018, as close 
as possible to the date in 1854 that the Ruskin-Crawley ‘Mer de Glace’ 
daguerreotype was taken [pages 12 and 13], Stibbon visited the same 
viewpoint to make images. 
                                      
During her fieldwork Stibbon drew from and photographed viewpoints 
familiar to Ruskin, including the melting ice that flowed from the snout of 
the glaciers. Her cyanotype work mirrored the processes familar to the 
early photographers. She also collected gravel from the empty bed of 
the Mer de Glace, and ‘glacier flour’, the fine silt produced by the glacier 
scouring the bedrock, that is found in this meltwater. These she used as a 
pigment in her drawings.

This field research was then considered within the studio environment, 
where Stibbon planned out the three large-scale monochrome 
drawings. Incorporating materials such as ground oyster shell or salt with 
the ink drawings, Stibbon comments, ‘I aim to suggest the elusiveness 
of the subject in the material substance of the work. I’m interested in 
working with materials that have physical properties that are slightly 
out of my control such as Indian ink - the way an ink wash can suggest 
atmospherics, or the scratch of a bamboo dip pen can leave a particular 
mark. I would like to impart something of the physical experience of 
place through the rendering of my drawing.’ 

The large drawings are composed and structured to invite the viewer 
into the picture through the formal construction of the space, the 
vertical and horizontal rhythms and the angle of view. In the drawings 
and photographic works, Stibbon also worked with the compositional 
arrangements Ruskin used, considering his methods as well as his 
physical presence and likely sensitivities to the landscape when realising 
a sense of both monumentality and fragility of the subject. In the gallery, 
these large-scale drawn works offer an immersive experience on an 
almost scenographic scale, while counter-balancing the intimate and 
delicate portrayals in the smaller photographic prints.

(top) Field sketch (detail)
Watercolour

(bottom) Dish of collected 
glacial flour
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Storm Cloud

(above)
Stibbon in studio with fieldwork 

sketches and  work in progress

(right)
Stibbon collects gravel and 

‘glacial flour’ from the empty bed 
of the Mer de Glace

Cumulative mass balance of the 
Mer de Glace 

(Berthier and Six, 2014)
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Storm Cloud

Mer de Glace
John Ruskin, Fredrick Crawley 

and John Hobbs 
24 June 1854 

Daguerreotype 
15.2 x 20.6 cm
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Storm Cloud

Mer de Glace
Emma Stibbon 

24 June 2018
Cyanotype 

39.5 x 36.0 cm

Stibbon’s cyanotype, taken as 
close to the same time and day 

of the year as the 1854 image 
on page 12, shows the exposed 

valley almost devoid of ice. 
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Stibbon’s field research and outputs made 
in the studio tested her observations against 
Ruskin’s historic work, re-enacting an artist’s 
encounter with the monumental yet fragile 
environment of the Alps. 

The research brought a communicable poignancy 
to the evident retreat of the Alpine glaciers since 
the time of Ruskin’s visits (between 1833 and 1888). 
In the context of the exhibition, Ruskin, Turner and 
the Storm Cloud, it also gave insight into how an 
artist engages with and appreciates the changing 
environment that Ruskin recognised in his ‘Storm 
Cloud of the Nineteenth Century’ lecture (1884). 

By juxtaposing her cyanotype images against 
Ruskin’s observational image-making, Stibbon 
visually demonstrated the ways in which artistic 
or photographic choices of recording landscape 
are predicated upon environmental conditions 
in a precarious ecology. The speed and extent 
with which Alpine glaciers have been retreating is 
clear by comparing the images. Stibbon reveals 
the subtle process through which landscapes are 
selected for record, reproduction and dissemination 
and consequently extends the dialogue on 
communications of climate change.

Ruskin’s vast ‘sea of ice’ has been reducing by 
around tree to five metres each year and Stibbon’s 
use of cyanotype, a historic photographic process, 
deliberately tested how evoking the tone and 
atmosphere of Ruskin’s original daguerreotype image 
would resonate with audiences.  

Stibbon thus identified methods of connecting 
audiences viscerally with issues of climate change 
and added to the understanding of how artists and 
scientists work with each other’s records, highlighting 
glaciologists’ use of pictures by 
artists, including Ruskin and Turner, that identify the 
historic size and shape of glacial formations. 

Through innovative installation methods in the 
gallery, Stibbon’s drawings and cyanotypes 
connected audiences with issues of climate 
warming and glacier retreat, evidenced in 
reviews, ‘images reveal a stark depiction of how 
climate change has taken its toll on the glaciated 
landscape.’  (Alberge, 2019).

Valley Cloud, Aiguilles
Indian ink on paper, 153 x 222 cm

Ruskin, Turner and the Storm Cloud
York Art Gallery, installation view

Ruskin, Turner and the Storm Cloud 
Catalogue publication cover. 

Includes essay Stibbon, E. (2019) 
‘The Artist as Witness’ 
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DISSEMINATION

The exhibition, Ruskin, Turner and the Storm 
Cloud was held at York Art Gallery before 
touring to Abbot Hall Art Gallery, Kendal. 
Stibbon’s peer-reviewed essay ‘The Artist 
as Witness’ was published in the exhibition 
catalogue.

York Art Gallery, 29 March – 23 June 2019. https://
www.yorkartgallery.org.uk/exhibition/ruskin-turner-
and-the-storm-cloud-watercolours-and-drawings/

Abbot Hall Art Gallery, Kendal, 12 July - 5 October 
2019. https://lakelandarts.org.uk/ruskin-turner-the-
storm-cloud-ruskin-masterpieces-in-cumbria-his-
home-and-inspiration/

Stibbon participated in a panel debate with scientist 
Professor Jan Zalasiewicz (University of Leicester) and 
art historian Dr Richard Johns (University of York) at 
the symposium  ‘Ruskin and the Ruin of the Earth’, 
York Medical Society, 20 May 2019.  

She presented public outreach at: York Art Gallery 
‘Drawing with Light’, an education workshop 
exploring close looking of the natural world through 
the cyanotype process (19 May 2019) and at Abbot 
Hall Art Gallery, where an ‘Experimental Drawing 
Workshop’ encouraged participants to explore close 
looking of the natural world through drawing 
(17 August 2019). Stibbon also gave two public 
gallery talks at: York Art Gallery with curator 
Suzanne Fagence Cooper (18 May 2019), and at 
Abbot Hall Art Gallery with curator Kerri Offord 
(4 October 2019).

The work was discussed in several publications and 
panels:

Guardian Observer (6 Jan, 2019) ‘New images by 
Emma Stibbon of locations used by Turner and 
Ruskin highlight the toll taken on Alpine landscape.’ 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/
jan/06/climate-change-ravages-turner-majestic-
glaciers-ruskin--alps-emma-stibbon-exhibition

Radio 4 Saturday Review (6 April 2019) Tom Sutcliffe 
panel discussion of exhibition of Ruskin, Turner and 
the Storm Cloud at York Art Gallery. https://www.
bbc.co.uk/programmes/m00040r4  

Campbell, N. (2019) ‘Eyes on the storm; Making 
art out of particulate matter’. Times Literary 
Supplement, May 24. https://www.the-tls.co.uk/
articles/eyes-on-the-storm/ 

Frieze Magazine (September 2019) ‘Victorian 
Visionary: Why Is Ruskin Still Relevant? Re-
assessing the 19th-century artist, critic and 
historian’s contemporary relevance on the 
bicentenary of his birth.’ 

Apollo Art Magazine, (February 2019) ‘How 
relevant is Ruskin today?’ https://www.apollo-
magazine.com/john-ruskin-bicentenary/ 

Journal of Art in Society (2019) ‘Art as a barometer of 
climate changes’. http://www.artinsociety.com/art-
as-a-barometer-of-climate-changes.html

Conserve Energy Future (2019) ‘Turner And Ruskin’s 
magnificent Alpine landscape also faces the 
wrath of environment, courtesy climate change’. 
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/alpine-
landscape-environment-climate-change.php

https://www.yorkartgallery.org.uk/exhibition/ruskin-turner-and-the-storm-cloud-watercolours-and-drawings/
https://www.yorkartgallery.org.uk/exhibition/ruskin-turner-and-the-storm-cloud-watercolours-and-drawings/
https://www.yorkartgallery.org.uk/exhibition/ruskin-turner-and-the-storm-cloud-watercolours-and-drawings/
https://lakelandarts.org.uk/ruskin-turner-the-storm-cloud-ruskin-masterpieces-in-cumbria-his-home-and-inspiration/
https://lakelandarts.org.uk/ruskin-turner-the-storm-cloud-ruskin-masterpieces-in-cumbria-his-home-and-inspiration/
https://lakelandarts.org.uk/ruskin-turner-the-storm-cloud-ruskin-masterpieces-in-cumbria-his-home-and-inspiration/
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jan/06/climate-change-ravages-turner-majestic-glaciers-ruskin--alps-emma-stibbon-exhibition
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jan/06/climate-change-ravages-turner-majestic-glaciers-ruskin--alps-emma-stibbon-exhibition
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jan/06/climate-change-ravages-turner-majestic-glaciers-ruskin--alps-emma-stibbon-exhibition
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m00040r4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m00040r4
https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/eyes-on-the-storm/  
https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/eyes-on-the-storm/  
https://www.apollo-magazine.com/john-ruskin-bicentenary/
https://www.apollo-magazine.com/john-ruskin-bicentenary/
http://www.artinsociety.com/art-as-a-barometer-of-climate-changes.html
http://www.artinsociety.com/art-as-a-barometer-of-climate-changes.html
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/alpine-landscape-environment-climate-change.php
https://www.conserve-energy-future.com/alpine-landscape-environment-climate-change.php
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Storm Cloud


